Sent from Windows Mail
According to Neighborhoodscout.com who compiles their information from the FBI database
and 17,000 law enforcement agencies across the United States, using the data they provide I
have compiled some very interesting and frankly eye opening information. I have chosen 8
States from which I have drawn my information from, 4 States with the STRICTEST gun laws
including a already existing assault weapon ban are New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut, Massachusetts and 4 States with the very least or none "Constitutional Carry
States" which are Alaska, Vermont, Arizona, Wyoming. The data is strictly violent crime data,
(violent crime is defined as Murder, Rape, Robbery and Assault)
I will start with the STRICTEST gun law States.
The chances of being a violent crime victim in:
New York is 1 in 251
New Jersey is 1 in 324
Connecticut is 1 in 367
Massachusetts is 1 in 233
The Chances of being a violent crime victim on average in these States are 1 in 293
Constitutional Carry States.
The chances of being a violent crime victim in:
Alaska is 1 in 165
Vermont is 1 in 740
Arizona is 1 in 246
Wyoming is 1 in 456
The chances on being a violent crime victim on average in these States are 1 in 401
The National Median of violent is crime is 3.9
The STRICTEST gun law States.
New York is 3.98
New Jersey is 3.08
Connecticut is 2.73
Massachusetts is 4.28
The average in these states are 3.51
The Constitutional Carry States.
Alaska is 6.06
Vermont is 1.35
Arizona is 4.06
Wyoming is 2.19
The average in these states are 3.41
From looking at this information every one has a greater chance of being a violent crime victim
in the states where gun laws are the STRICTEST versus states with the very LEAST. I ask you how

is this possible if the gun is the culprit? I propose to you it is in-fact the HUMAN who is the
culprit and not the gun!
I have chosen these States for you to realize additional Gun Law is not the answer, Gun Control
is not the issue.
New Gun Control Law’s are unproductive and does not solve the problem I oppose any and
all new proposals
Re-instatement of a FAILED Gun Ban is unproductive and does not solve the problem.
The simple fact is that the HUMAN who wishes to do bodily harm will do so regardless of the
Law, this is a proven fact.
I am NOT in support of any proposed legislation that does not directly impact the issue
I am NOT in support of any further firearm restrictions to law abiding citizens
I am NOT in favor of providing a path of least resistance for the Criminal.
I am in favor of bullet proofing our schools
I am in favor of eliminating Gun Free Zones
I am in favor of allowing teachers the option of defending our children and themselves.
I am in favor in paying higher taxes to have full time ARMED Police Officers at every Gun Free
Zone.
I am in favor of RESTRICTING the criminal and NOT the law abiding citizen.
I say to you if in fact public safety is the agenda and saving lives is a priority then let us face the
truth let us face reality that in fact it is the HUMAN that defies the law and Not the object with
this knowledge we must act accordingly, I say to you let us NOT be swayed by personal and
political agendas, I say to you let us NOT dismiss reality, the truth and fact!
I look forward to hearing your thoughts
Sincerely
Harold Douglas
New Britain Connecticut

